
PEMBINA AREA SYNERGY GROUP 
Providing a forum for open, honest and transparent communication, on-going dialogue and timely discussion of 
issues related to existing and proposed development and operations in the Drayton-Tomahawk and surrounding 

areas. 
 

March 2013 
Attendance: 

Anthony Heinrich, County/landowner Bernie Schell, community 
Charlie Martin, landowner   Cliff Whitelock, landowner 
Hal Anker, Progress Land   Jill Salus, ConocoPhillips 
Eleanor Vokes, Bonavista   Kyle Archer, DV Town 
Mike Mueller, landowner   Sandy Buchan, Pembina 
Shane Koss, Baytex    Trina Wakelin, PennWest 
James Vaughan, ERCB    Tom McGee, ERCB 
Carol Goodfellow, Farmer’s Advocate Allan Stevers, Tervita 
Philip Bell, Pembina     Krista Waters, facilitator 
 
Previous meeting notes 

No corrections. 

Approve Agenda 

Approved. No additions. 

Presentation  

o D60-Flaring and venting (James Vaughan, ERCB) 

James is the team lead for flaring, venting and incineration and Directive 60- upstream 
petroleum flaring and venting directive.  
Flaring vs incineration…flaring uses a flare stack, min height of 12.2 m or 40 ft., exposed flame, 
combustion efficiency usually greater than 98%, liquids removed, based on UofA/Carleton 
University research. 
Incineration….combustion enclosed, performance based requirements (not prescriptive but 
must meet outcomes), combustion efficiency usually greater than 99%, no exposed flame, 
liquids removed, operated without visible smoke emissions. Key parameters are time, 
temperature (min 600 degrees on exit), & turbulence. Can enforce if those parameters aren’t 
being met. 
Incinerator manufacturers undergo third-party expert inspections to ensure meets design 
criteria.  
Cliff: brought up an instance of problem with an incinerator and not enough notification to 
neighbours. If a flare had been there could have prevented. 



Could be issue with improper liquid separation or alarms. Not all flare sites suitable for 
incineration. For deep sour wells need height of flare stacks to ensure dispersion.  
Bernie noted many incinerators had 60 ft stack to address this.  
Visible flame means combustion is taking place outside incinerator therefore not meeting 
parameters and combustion affected. 
Shane: people often ask for incinerator vs flare stack. What other reasons are there for not 
using incinerators? 
Primarily about dispersion. Also related to heating value of the stack to meet combustion 
guidelines. Not much difference for sweet gas, but flare almost always preferable for sour due 
to height for dispersion.  
Propane 80 mega joules per second. Prefer not to see lots of fuel gas added to flares for minor 
increases in combustion efficiency.  
Hal: what about noise and flares?  
Sizing requirements. Separate directive for noise. Trying to force a lot of gas through a smaller 
stack or separator will create noise…sometimes requires two separate flare stacks. 
Cliff: 10,000 ft3 per day. Cliff contacted board and was shut down. Notes that incinerator 
wouldn’t have shown that so he wouldn’t have known to call. 
Requirements based on heat intensity at ground level, surrounding buildings, debris, to provide 
adequate plume dispersion, secure interconnecting lines to prevent whipping or flailing.  
Duration of flare/incineration events (section 3): historically 72 hours non-consecutive 
(cumulative over a time period). Finding now longer durations are required for long horizontal, 
multi-stage fracturing. Wells cannot be cleaned up in that time frame. Instead of 5 or 10 metre 
payzone it’s now 2000 metres in some cases. 
Currently addressing on a case-by-case basis as no new regulations are in place. Don’t like the 
longer flare times but understand well needs to be properly cleaned up before tie-in to meet 
specs of receiving facility.  
Cliff: more concerned about sour than horizontal. Shorter periods with higher output preferable 
for farmers. PAPA made progress on this, but should have been regulated.  
ERCB very aware of tons of sulphur put out during duration of flaring. 300 tons/year max 
allowable. After that must recover sulphur.  
Mike: if you compared a horizontal well to the number of verticals required to recover same 
amount of gas, what’s the difference?  
Horizontal would be less flaring overall to recover same amount of gas.  
Carol: is more of the activity and longer flare times closer to residential areas and what is the 
feedback? 
Will address in Unconventional Regulatory Framework. 
Charlie: why isn’t more testing done into existing facilities instead of flaring or venting?  
Usually frac fluid still present and needs to be purged before a processing facility can take the 
gas. Ex/nitrogen levels must be reduced  
Charlie: nitrogen etc reduces combustibility 
Yes, that’s why fuel gas added to ensure proper combustion. 
Strongly encourage testing into pipelines. Gives better picture of reservoir potential than 
limited timing of flaring.  
Tom: should landowners be worried about longer durations of flaring/incinerating?  



Requirements designed that as long as they are followed it protects environment and public 
safety. Only issue is when regs aren’t followed.  
Cliff: small well flaring daily for almost two months. Said were just under daily threshold so 
could keep flaring. He didn’t like that answer. Even though natural gas still has health impacts.  
For solution gas anything less than 900 ft3 per day doesn’t have to be conserved as it’s not 
economical. If it could be economically conserved ERCB will ask them to.  
Cliff said was a pipeline nearby so ERCB should have had them tie-in.  
Choking back well to keep under threshold not allowed. 
Mike: natural gas trucks getting more common on roads…will this change thresholds as need 
for natural gas increases? 
Do encourage more conservation of natural gas. Economic test being ‘kicked around’ to see if 
can be tweaked to recover more gas. Economic test has been affected by the difference 
between gas and oil prices that are no longer on same cycle. 
Same principal applies for making power of natural gas.  
Charlie: trailers used for gas? 
Compressing it back to liquid, stored in trailers and then haul away to use elsewhere. 
Mike said many uses…rigs using it to cut diesel fuel and reduce expenses.  
Charlie: what pressures these trailers at? 
Not sure.  
Emissions: ERCB adopted ESRD Alberta Ambient Air Quality Objectives (AAAQO) for H2S and 
SO2 and benzene. Can enforce directly against these emissions. 
Other AAAQO compounds are enforced by ESRD. 
ERCB is concerned with other compounds and are working with ESRD on these.  
Amalgamating with ESRD for some of these functions will streamline things.  
Cliff: ?Strotier study on chemicals coming out of flares.  
Report is technically flawed. Many assumptions not true in real life. Report findings spurred on 
much of the Uof A and Carleton research. Strotier painted industry with too broad a brush.  
Smoke emissions must be controlled. No black smoke.  
Venting: only permitted if volumes too small to support combustion and it’s uneconomic to 
conserve. Venting of H2S permitted as long as the concentration is less than 1% and will NEVER 
result in any off-lease H2S odours ie/ 10ppb  (practically impossible to get any off-lease odours 
so rarely occurs).  
Only 50% of population will smell at 10 ppb. Other 50% won’t even smell it. 
Venting of non-combustible gas mixtures (nitrogen, CO2) can occur as may not have sufficient 
heating value to support combustion. 
No venting of gas mixtures containing odorous compounds. 
Notification: Non-routine flaring of less than 4 hours and less than 30 103m3 no notification 
required. Operators still must investigate non-routine events. 
Greater than 4 hours of 30 103m3 24 hours notice to residents within 500m and ERCB field 
centre…if an emergency notify as soon as possible. 
Charlie: what about acid gas in emergency? 
Same regs. 
Notification for routine flaring is 1.5 km for sweet and 3 km for sour, 24 hours in advance.  



Cliff: appreciate the call 24 hours ahead of time. Gives opportunity to move livestock. 500 m 
too small. 
Looking in URF at longer notification times. 
Flaring and venting logs: any flaring, venting etc must be logged, including description of any 
complaints.  
Notifications: does report need to include entire volume of gas? Yes, including N2/CO2 volumes 
and raw gas.  
If after job the estimate is much different than actual, follow up with updated numbers. 
URF: will look at flaring and venting by play area. Looking at all emissions from play-based 
operations including diesel exhaust, dust, noise. 
More conservation may be possible over a larger area, more wells, more companies. 
Charlie: how do you control exit temp of gas? 
Air and fuel. 
James.vaughan@ercb.ca  403-297-7530 
 
Follow-Up 

o Action Items (see attached table) Remove landowner item and Arc items.  

o Spartan sale: purchased by Bonterra 

New Discussion Items 

o  Evaluations – circulated evaluations results from November meeting for information 

o  Steering Committee update 

Steering committee met and had several recommendations for the group to approve. 

 Move May meeting from May 22nd to May 23rd accommodate speaker MLA and 

Minister of ESRD Diana McQueen. Everyone agreed. Looking at a larger meeting 

space. Krista will be in touch once it’s confirmed. 

 Reschedule orphan wells presentation to June and have a BBQ as well. June date 

suggested as Tuesday, June 25th. Everyone agreed.  

 Invoice amounts suggested to be reduced from $2500 per company to $2000 for 

2013. More companies have started participating and the budget is looking good. 

Everyone agreed. Krista will invoice participating companies.  

Industry Updates/Roundtable (companies encouraged to provide activity updates from 

beyond PAS borders as well) 

PEMBINA: Replacing the injection pumps at Alsike terminal with larger units to accommodate 

increased production from the area. Construction is planned to start in May. 



Plans are in place ton construct a truck terminal three miles south of Cynthia. Construction to 

start in July.   

HAL ANKER: Ankerland Consulting Ltd for Progress land: ongoing work on 8” pipeline for 

Pembina Pipeline 20km. Acquiring acquisitions, soil testing (8-33-48-6W5 to 4-14-47-7 W5). 

CHARLIE: concerns about fresh water. 

ALAN/TERVITA: attending to see what’s going on in one of the company’s areas. Have landfills 

in this area.  

CAROL/FARMER’S ADVOCATE: Negotiating agreements sessions held in conjunction with 

municipalities. Peter working on influencing government decisions.  

BONAVISTA: no new activity in PAS area. 5 drilling rigs in the area between Rimbey and Rocky 

Mountain House.  

MIKE: nothing new,  

CLIFF: Attended water conversations and concerns about leak at Grande Prairie into potable 

water zone. Is surface pipe being shortchanged?  (Eleanor noted the issue was human error, not 

procedure). 

ANTHONY/BRAZEAU COUNTY: completed divisional budget meetings. Final budget approved. 

April 13 County putting on event at Mackenzie Conference Centre called “Growing into the 

Future”. Includes session on the Oil Industry and the Farmer. 

KYLE/TOWN: business as usual. Just one complaint about removing too much snow.  

TOM/ERCB: Chairman for new Alberta Energy Regulator to be announced shortly, followed by 

CEO. June 1st proclamation date for new regulator. Discussions on the AER going well.  

PENNWEST: no drilling planned.  

CONOCOPHILLIPS: Brazeau area-one rig moved out last week. Few partner drills coming up. 

Alder Flats- rig move out end of the week. Next activity in that area in the third quarter.  

Lost an employee recently in a workplace accident. Reminder to be aware of safety and 

hazards.  

BAYTEX: no drilling planned.  

Next Meeting dates/adjourn 

May 23rd with ESRD Minister/MLA Diana McQueen. Location TBA 



June 25th Orphan Well Association and BBQ. Location, time TBA 

 

 

 

Action  Who Timeline Completed 

Invoice participating companies 

for $2000 each for 2013 

Krista Immediate  

Contact press – including Breton 

Booster 

Krista Prior to each meeting  Ongoing 

Follow up on industry invites  Krista will contact 

Husky, Bellatrix, 

Bonterra, Whitecap 

Shane will contact 

Husky 

Trina will contact 

Vermillion, Dee Three,  

Ongoing Ongoing 

Youth involvement Steering committee  Ongoing 

Send outlook calendar events for 

future meeting dates 

Krista Immediate Ongoing 

Talk to youth leadership program 

for potential students 

Krista (contact from 

Rita) 

Immediately Completed-no 

reply 

    


